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A Place
Sun

THE DANCE OF 
INDOOR-OUTDOOR LIVING
CHARACTERIZES THIS
HOME’S EXPANSION.

in the
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Upon moving into their Venice, Fla.,
midcentury ranch as their full-time residence, home-
owners Stephanie Shopa and her husband found that
the 2-bedroom, 1.5-bath home did not provide them
space to host visiting family and guests, as well as also
lacking in its day-to-day livability. They loved their loca-
tion and their home’s midcentury style, so they decided
to expand their home to accommodate their vision. 
This vision is one that Robert Dynan of Dynan

Construction Management, Inc. explains as keeping the
best of the midcentury style “in a setting updated for
21st-century living.” Homeowner and interior designer
Stephanie echoes this: “I think of this home as ‘in the
style of’ or ‘following the spirit of’ midcentury modern,
but utilizing materials and building methods that
weren’t available in the ’50s or ’60s.”

By Jolene Nolte | Photography by Raif Fluker

“Our house looks out onto the 
front yard from the living room,
kitchen and Florida room, and it was
important to me to view native
Florida plants that would create a
screen around our home.” 
—STEPHANIE SHOPA  
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THE FLOATING WOOD CEILING ABOVE

THE KITCHEN ISLAND PROVIDES WARM

CONTRAST AND GIVES THE OPEN

KITCHEN AREA DEFINITION. THE KITCHEN

OPENS TO THE DINING AREA TO MAKE

FOR EASY MOVEMENT AND

CONVERSATION BETWEEN THE SPACES. 

BEFORE

The homeowners added on to their
midcentury home to meet the needs
of their family, but replicated the
original aesthetic. 

CONTINUING ELEMENTS
In the original 1,300 square feet of the house, the
midcentury elements were left intact—such as the
terrazzo floors, the aluminum window materials, the
rooflines and the cypress in the front room. They
continued those roof lines into the new addition and
incorporated cypress in some of the hallway ceilings,
in a living room beam as well as the eaves outside. 
The contrast between the wood and white walls

and other material continues in the remodeled
kitchen. Robert explains the homeowners wanted an
open, “social-centric” kitchen connected to the living
and dining room. To give the open kitchen definition,
Robert says, “The architect [Jon Barrick] created a
wood-panel, floating ceiling to hang over the island.”
Other midcentury characteristics make their way

into the addition, such as the hallway with its
clerestory windows and Moooi Random lights. One
of the homeowners is an artist, so the colorful and
original abstract art adds color and fits in perfectly
with the modernist style.
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“The lines between indoor and outdoor living are blurred with
large vertical and horizontal windows, a 700-square-foot
screened-in lanai off the back of the home, and an outdoor
shower in the master bath.”—ROBERT DYNAN, DYNAN CONSTRUCTION

(RIGHT, TOP) THE GREEN TILE, ORCHID AND NATURAL

LIGHT THROUGH THE SLIDING GLASS DOOR BRING THE

OUTDOORS IN—EVEN IF YOU OPT TO BATHE INDOORS.

(RIGHT, BOTTOM) THE OUTDOOR SHOWER OFFERS

PRIVACY WHILE YOU ENJOY OPEN SKY ABOVE YOU. 

BEFORE
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BLURRING THE LINES
The dance of the inside and outside elements is a
defining feature of this home’s remodel.  As Robert
elaborates, “The lines between indoor and outdoor
living are blurred with large vertical and horizontal
windows, a 700-square-foot screened-in lanai off the
back of the home, and an outdoor shower in the
master bath.” 
Stephanie explains the central importance of the

landscape: “Our house looks out onto the front yard
from the living room, kitchen and Florida room, and
it was important to me to view native Florida plants
that would create a screen around our home.” 

The landscape outside provides a lush, tropical
view framed by the large windows throughout the
inside of the house, but you can also enjoy privacy
while enjoying the great outdoors in several places.
There is a seating area in the outdoor entryway, and
the owners added seating areas on the north and
south side of the house that you can easily get to
from the kitchen and living room, respectively. The
lanai, or screened-in porch, at the back of the house
provides another easy access point to enjoying the
outdoors while inside, or you can step out into the
natural landscape just outside it. 
Stephanie also wanted the home’s landscape to

communicate what was on the inside: “I wanted
both the hardscape and the planting plan to give a
hint to what lay beyond the standard block-and-
stucco façade.” 

Clerestory windows allow for added natural light to flood the house.

(ABOVE) INSIDE THE ENCLOSED

PATIO, OR LANAI, YOU ARE

SURROUNDED BY VIEWS OF THE

TROPICAL LANDSCAPE. 

(OPPOSITE) THE BACKYARD’S LUSH,

TROPICAL LANDSCAPE BORDERS

THE LANAI AT THE BACK OF 

THE HOUSE. 

BEFORE


